NAVITUNE - The dragon voyage
You are ACTY and you must fight the GLUAMOSS monster with the help of your PERSES
hawk and your dragon.
Head to the south beach to look for the Dragon Egg by passing the village to the west, then
come back to the house.
Your father gives you Perses the HAWK, the island map, and 1000 gold. Go to the town to
the north where the shops are.
When you buy weapons from the armory, you are equipped with them automatically unlike
other RPGs where you have to select them.
And when you buy new ones, you will need to sell the old ones first.
Then go out the north door to get the Cloak 120 gold from the fortune teller.
The one-time save (F4) is done on the USER DISC at specific places in the game:
Between 3 columns on the islands of Dusail, Amen, Teto, Nun, Rara and Hapita.
When you have 500 gold and done your martial arts training at the Dojo, you can then buy a
boat to leave Dusail Island. First buy a SAIL and a fishing ROD at the store.
With each victorious fight, you get experience points and Fangs of the beast which you can
then trade in the store as well as fish.
To fish on the boat, you must have the ROD, then later a NET.
At sea, ESC key to drop anchor.
It will be important to catch a LOBSTER west of Teto and a Coelacanth on the outskirts of
Playmen Island.
Note that you lose energy while fishing.
When disembarking on the islands, you have the choice to take your fish, but be aware that
you can only keep the fish for 4 days on the island. (Because they rot)
ROD (S) = small fishing rod
ROD (L) = large fishing rod
NET (N) = normal net
NET SUP = superior net
SAIL (N) = normal sail
SAIL SUP = superior sail
1) Mume island (east of DUSAIL)
In the library north of town, find a secret passage
behind a wall on the left where the "Archives" are hidden.
Go to Doki's house in the southwest of the island and meet his wife.
2) Amen island (north of Mume)
Give the Cloak to the temple to get the symbol of Holy Protection. This is the 1st Miracle
obtained. To recover your magic points (MP),
you will have to offer money. Buy the new weapons at the store.
There is also a carpenter who offers to increase the performance of your boat.
3) Fangue island (east of Amen)
Go fight the thieves in their landmark (left door) to get Pearl of Ocean that was stolen from
the museum of Mume island.
The Alchemist gives you the Revival drug (REMEDY), which resurrects a companion.

4) Playmen island
An island north of Amen. Give the Archives to Doki. (F2 ITEM)
He shows you the secret entrance to the Pyramid where you will have to present the PEARL
(F2 ITEM) to get the Ring of Flame. (FIRE RING).
Acty can use this ring in combat to perform a flame attack. In other words, it is possible to
teach the flames to the dragon.
5) Teto Island.
In the northwest, passing through the corals.
Obtain the Holy Seeds from the florist.
Buy ROD (L),NET Norm and new weapons.
Have your boat repaired by the carpenter.
6) Return to the Holy Spring of Fangue Island, passing
in the bandits' house, to grow the sacred seeds and obtain the Holy Flower.
7) Return to the temple of Teto to exchange Holy Flower for the sacred symbol of Life.
Miracle "HEAL".
8) Huree Island
Buy the weapons. Go to the bar for information by offering a drink.
Give a lobster (F2 ITEM) to the person at the entrance to a house in the southwest of the
island to get the dictionary.
With it, you will be able to enter the city of Rubits to the north.
Pass through this town and get on the pirate ship where you will find two chests.
You will then get gold and the Mirror of Rebirth.
Come back to town to get Taiko the Holy DRUM.
9) Guilman Island to the north.
Buy Milos Bubble (BALL) in the shop on the left for 1000G.
This allows you to get out of the labyrinths.
Enter the house to the west. Go through the door at the bottom visible in the mirror.
A man asks you to go to counter 6 of the public office
Then get out of town and go to the administrative center in the east to do the formalities.
Go straight to the 3rd floor and talk to the man in blue 5 times.
There for 50 gold commission, you get "TRADE PERMIT".
Then go to the Guild Headquarters to get the BEAST FUR.
10) NUN Island.
Buy new weapons (GREAT) and practice martial arts in the dojo.
Offer the mirror to the temple to obtain the sacred symbol of the Resurrection.
Miracle "REVIVAL".
Then buy a new more efficient boat to the south for 600g .(you can vary its speed with up and
down arrow keys).
But this new boat doesn't have sails, so we'll have to buy some in the shop on the next island.

